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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), a.k.a. drones, take di�erent forms like heli-
copters, quadcopters, �xed wing planes, blimps, and balloons. UAVs are being
considered as the candidates for deployingwireless communications complementing
the terrestrial communication infrastructure. �e main advantage of using UAVs
over static transceivers is their ability to transmit/receive data while �ying and
hovering without being constrained by geographical restrictions. Moreover, their
mobility and high altitude allow them to communicate reliably due to the higher
chances of establishing short and direct line of sight links.

UAV-based communications is becoming synonymous to diversity in use cases and
application scenarios such as public safety communications, drone small cell base
station in cellular networks, and data collection, to name a few. Drones can be solely
exploited or in groups forming what is known as Flying AdHoc Networks (FANET).
Hence, additional management and UAV coordination is needed to build e�cient
wider networks. For instance, multi-UAV systems can be employed to relay the data
of Internet of�ings (IoT) sensor networks for monitoring or surveillance purposes.
In smart cities, UAVs can be exploited in diverse verticals. For example, in intelligent
transportations systems (ITS), the UAVs play an important role in conveying real-
time data tra�c and support roadside units. Due to their mobility, cost-e�ectiveness,
and autonomous operation, UAVs in their di�erent forms, solo, FANET, or Internet
of Drones (IoD), can play an essential role in promoting many applications touching
various aspects of our lives.

Bringing UAV-based communications into practice has several challenges; thus,
several research problems such as energy, mobility, and spectrummanagement need
to be addressed. �e scope of this special issue is to address the potential research
areas in UAV-based communications and its use cases. We seek the submission of
high-quality, original, and unpublished manuscripts.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Channel modeling for air-to-ground and air-to-air communications

Optical UAV communication

UAV communications for 5G

Capacity analysis and mobility impact of UAV networks

Energy consumption and energy harvesting of UAV models

Cognitive radio of UAV networks

Test bed experimental using UAV communication

Ad hoc networking, relaying, and routing of UAV communication.

IoT architectures and protocols of UAV communication

Security of UAV communication

UAV-based IoT applications

UAV-based communication in smart cities

Positioning and path optimization problems

Targets localization using UAVs

Data delivery and collection using UAVs

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/jcnc/auav/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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